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SMOOTH SOLUTIONS OF INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEMS
IN REGIONS WITH CORNERS

E. C. SVENDSEN

ABSTRACT. The method of images is used to show the existence and unique-

ness of smooth solutions of initial-value problems in regions with corners.

1. Introduction. Corners may destroy the existence or uniqueness of smooth

solutions of initial-value problems for partial differential equations [3, 4]. This pa-

per is about initial-value problems in which corners do not cause such trouble. The

method of images is used. This method is applicable to many fundamental domains

for group actions, some of which Keller [1] discussed. Here the method is applied

to products of intervals, which are regarded as fundamental domains for groups of

isometries of it™. Functions will be vector-valued, and so the boundary conditions

for different faces of the domain must be compatible (as they automatically were

for Keller because his functions were scalar-valued). The boundary conditions must

also be compatible with the differential equation. In this paper we formulate com-

patibility conditions, and then show that they imply the existence and uniqueness

of smooth solutions.

2. The main result. The infinitesimal generator of time evolution will be a

linear differential operator A acting on functions from Rn to Cm. We suppose that

A is translation-invariant and formally skew-adjoint.

The spatial region will be fi = fii x • • • x fin, where fi¿ is the closure of the

interval (a¿_,a¿+). The aia may be infinite; let S be the set of (i,a) for which o¿CT

is finite. Boundary conditions will be specified in terms of subspaces Vi„ of Cm,

one for each (i,o) in S. For convenience, let V?a be V¿CT if j is even and V¿ if j is

odd.

We consider the initial-value problem

(2.1) df/dt = Af,        f(,t) = f,

on fi X R, with / and each f(,t) satisfying the boundary conditions

(2.2) Djf G V¿

on the intersections (5fi)¿CT of dfi and the hyperplanes x¿ = a¿ff.

As usual, H°°(n,Cm) denotes the Sobolev space of functions / in C°°(fi,Cm)

such that / and its derivatives (of all orders) are square-integrable. We use a smaller

space, Hy°(n, Cm), the set of / in ü°°(fi, Cm) satisfying condition (2.2) on (dQ)l(T

for all j in {0,1,...} and (i, a) in S.
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Here is our main result:

THEOREM 1. Suppose that (HI) the orthogonal projections Pi„ onto the Vu,

commute, and that (H2) A maps Hy'(Q,CTn) to itself. Then for each f in

üy°(fi,C,m), there is a unique f in C°°(fi X R,Cm) such that f solves problem

(2.1) and each f( ,t) is in tf£°(fi,Cm).

Let A = £ AaDa. Hypothesis (HI) holds if and only if

(2-3) A°V¿ c K¿+-

for all a, j, and (i,o).

Massey and Rauch, in their study [2] of problem (2.1) with A a first-order

operator and fi an open subset of Rn having a smooth boundary, imposed conditions

like (2.3) and obtained a result like ours.

3. Examples. Schrödinger's equation with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary

conditions provides examples of Theorem 1. (Here m is 1, A is zA, and each Vi„

is {0} (Dirichlet) or C (Neumann).) Other examples are provided by Maxwell's

equations with the boundary conditions for a perfect conductor. (Here n is 3,

m is 6,

0       h
-h    0

A = Vi,

and each V¿ is the set of (E, B) with E perpendicular to (<9fi)ÎO- and B parallel to

it.)

The hypotheses of Theorem 1 cannot be eliminated, as these two examples on

fi = [0, oo)2 show: In the first example,

0

1
V-(l,l)

and Vi- ~ V2- is the set of (fi,f2) in C2 with fx = f2. Then (HI) holds, but (H2)
and the conclusion do not. In the second example,

A =
MV-(1,1)

0

0

MV-(1,

where

M
h
0

Let C/31, Í/41, U23, and U24 be 2 x 2 unitary matrices. For each / in C8, write

/ = (fi,f2,fz,fi), the fa being in C2. Then Vi_ is the set of / in C8 with
fi = Uufi and f2 — r/23/3, and V2- is the set of / in C8 with /3 — U^ifi and
$2 = ^24/4- Suppose that the t/'s are square roots of the identity matrix I2 and

that U23U31 5¿ U24U41. Then (H2) holds, but (HI) and the conclusion do not.

In these two examples, waves lose differentiability along the line ii = 12 during

reflection from the boundary. (In the second example they even lose continuity.)

The corner is responsible; indeed, in the half-space problems associated with these

problems, both (HI) and (H2) hold, and herxe so does the conclusion. (Osher [3]

and Sarason and Smoller [4] gave examples of even worse behavior at corners.)
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4. Proof of Theorem 1. In this section we suppose the projections Pia com-

mute.

Here is a thumbnail sketch of our construction of /: fi is a fundamental domain

for a group G. The Via determine a unitary representation of G on Cm. Each

function / on fi has an equivariant extension Ef to Rn, which is invariant under

a group T of translations. Associated with T is a Fourier transform operator F,

under which A becomes a multiplication operator A. The solution of problem (2.1)

is given by

/( ,t) = E-1F~1eÂtFEf.

G is the group of isometries of Rn generated by the reflections Rxa across the

hyperplanes i¿ = a¿a (for (i,a) in S). We will work with the unitary operators

Via = IPio — I- Since the Pia commute, so do the Ui„. Therefore there is a unique

unitary representation U of G on Cm such that U(Ria) = Uia for all (i,o) in S. Let

Hff(Rn,Cm) be the space of functions in C°°(Rn,Cm) that are equivariant with

respect to U (that is, satisfy f(gx) = U(g)f(x) for all g and x) and are extensions

of functions in ff°°(fi, Cm).

LEMMA 1. (1) There is a unique bijection E from #£°(fi, Cm) to Hff(Rn, Cm)

such that Ef is an extension of f for all f in tf£°(fi, Cm). (2) A maps ü£°(fi, Cm)

to itself if and only if A maps H^(Rn, Cm) to itself. (3) If A is as in part (2),
then EA = AE on H^(Q, Cm).

Before proving Lemma 1, we remark that A maps Hff(Rn, Cm) to itself if and

only if

(4.1) AaU(g)=o(a,g)U(g)Aa

for all a and g, where cr(a,g) — ±1 is defined as follows: Since g is an isometry of

Rn, there is a unique orthogonal transformation 0(g) such that gx = O(g)x + g0 for

all i. More specifically, 0(g) is an element of the group generated by the reflections

across the coordinate hyperplanes of Rn, and so 0(g)ei — Oi(g)ci for some Oi(g) in

{-1,1}. Then
n

o-(a,g) = Y[ol(g)a\

¿=i
Conditions (4.1) are equivalent to conditions (2.3) (by part (2) of Lemma 1).

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. (1) If there is such an E, it must be given by Ef(x) =

U(g)~1f(gx), where gx is in fi. To see that Ef is well behaved, let E(g)f be the

function on g_1fi given by E(g)f(x) = U(g)~1f(gx). Condition (2.2) is equivalent

to

(4.2) (Uia-(-l)aiI)Daf = 0.

This condition can be used to show that Daf and DaE(Ria)f agree on (¿Jfi)^,

which implies that DaE(gi)f and DaE(g2)f agree on the intersection of their do-

mains. Therefore Ef is well defined and C°°, and E defines a map from Hy(il, Cm)

to H^'(Rn,Cm). E is bijective: the operation of restricting functions on i?" to fi

defines an inverse of E (use condition (4.2) again).

(2) Conditions (2.3) hold if and only if conditions (4.1) hold. (One might show
that both sets of conditions are equivalent to Aa[/ia. = ( — l)aiUiaAa.)

(3) Let / be in #{?(fi, Cm). Then EAF = AEf on fi. The hypothesis about A

implies that EAf and AEf are both in Hjf(Rn,Cm), and so must be equal.
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LEMMA 2. Suppose A maps Hff(Rn,Cm) to itself. Then for each f in

Hff>(Rn,Cm), there is a unique f in C°°(Rn x R,Cm) such that f solves prob-

lem (2.1) and each f( ,t) is in Hff(Rn,Cm).

PROOF. We let T be the subgroup of G generated by elements of the form

(Ri+Ri-)2. Since the Uia commute and are square roots of the identity operator,

U is trivial on T, and so functions that are equivariant with respect to U are

invariant under T. (If V¿+ were equal to V¿_ for all i, we could have let T be

the subgroup of G generated by elements of the form i?j+i?¿_ and still have U

trivial on T.) Let a¿ be 4(a¿+ — o¿_), which we suppose to be oo if the o¿ are

not both finite. Then (i2¿+i?¿_)2 is translation by a¿ in the ith direction. A

fundamental domain for T is Ú = fii x • • • x fi„, where fi¿ is the closure of the

interval (-a¿/2, o¿/2). Let Hf(Rn, Cm) be the space of functions in C°°(Rn, Cm)

that are invariant under T and are extensions of functions in H°°(Ù,Cm). Since

fi is a finite union of translates of fi, functions that are equivariant with respect

to U and are square-integrable on fi are also square-integrable on Ù. Therefore

Hj?(Rn,Cm) is contained in HT°(Rn,Cm).

Fourier transforms will be functions on fi — fii x • • ■ x fi„, where fi¿ is the lattice

2naï1Z if ai is finite and is R if az is infinite. If / is in Hf(Rn, Cm), let Ff be

the function on fi given by

Ff(p) = (27r)-n/2 f e~ipxf(x)dx.
Jû

F defines a bijection from HT°(Rn, Cm) to H%?(Û, Cm), the space of //-equivalence

classes of measurable functions from fi to Cm such that for each a, the function

P —* Paf(p) is square-integrable with respect to p. Here /i = /¿i x • • • x /¿n, where

pu is 27ra~ times counting measure if a, is finite, and is Lebesgue measure if o¿ is

infinite.

Let A denote the function on fi defined by A(p) = J2 Aa(ip)a, and also denote

the operation of multiplication by Â. Then A = F_1ÂF on Hf(Rn,Cm), and

we expect that the function defined by F( ,t) = F~1eAtFf solves problem (2.1).

(/ is well defined because eAt maps i/jP(fi,C?m) to itself. (Use the formal skew-

adjointness of A.)) And, indeed, a standard Sobolev-space argument shows that /

is a C°° solution of problem (2.1).

The image oiHff(Rn, Cm) under F is Hfî>(Û, Cm), the space of / in H^(Û, Cm)
such that

f(0(g)p) = e^°U(g)f(p)

for all g and p. Equation (4.1) implies that

Â(p)U(g) = U(g)Â(0(g)p),

which, in turn, implies that

eÄ(-p)tU(g) = U(g)eÄ(°^p)t.

This equation can be used to show that eAt maps /ig?(fi, Cm) to itself. Therefore

each /( ,t) is in Hff(Rn,Cm).

A standard energy argument shows that / is unique.
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PROOF  OF   THEOREM   1.   Use Lemmas 1 and 2 to show that the function

defined by

f(,t) = E-1Ëf(,t)

is as in Theorem 1.
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